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The Inspiration 

The SaltWire Deep Dives series was inspired by the  global movement toward slow 
journalism — nuanced, high-quality, curiosity-driven reporting for people who want 
more than the daily news grind. So we asked ourselves:  

 

“How can our journalism deepen Atlantic Canadians’ 
understanding of their local communities,  

their region and their province? ”  



The overarching goal of this series was to decode some of the most important issues shaping 
Atlantic Canada. Rather than simply articulating what is happening, we sought to uncover the 
solutions being worked on and hear from those working for change.  

This initiative was also about giving our journalists a sandbox to learn about and practice 
Solutions Journalism. This was a concept new to many of them and rather than simply teach 
the  concept, we wanted a project that allowed them to learn on-the-job.  

Another critical goal of Deep Dives was to bring teams across the SaltWire Network together. 
The newsroom teams are geographically dispersed and have rarely collaborated.  For Deep 
Dives, we created nine cross-network teams, with rotating lead editors.  

We wanted to remind our existing readers why local journalism is important and 
to demonstrate to prospective readers that we offer highly relevant and beautifully designed 
news. 

 
 

 

 

The Goal 



Crowd Sourcing the Topics   

To identify the main issues our region faces from 
perspectives of all three provinces we represent, we 
involved our team of 100 journalists through an 
anonymous feedback and polling tool, ThoughtExchange.  

Journalists were invited to submit their suggestions, and 
vote on their colleague's suggestions to help us identify 
the top nine issues shaping Atlantic Canada in 2019.  

In total, we received 38 topic suggestions and received 
261 ratings on these suggestions. Our senior editorial 
staff compiled the topics with the most votes and 
discussed possible story angles and determined the 
nine topics we would explore over the next 10 months.  

https://www.thoughtexchange.com/


What We Built 

• A 10-month Solutions Journalism series aimed at decoding nine of the major issues 
affecting Atlantic Canadians in 2019.   

• A consistent two-page spread, appearing every Friday in all five of our daily papers for 10 
months, setting the conversation across all three provinces we represent. 

• Serialized longform, multimedia storytelling designed for mobile readers.  

• An opportunity for our journalists to team up.  

• A predictable ritual for our audience to engage with each and every Friday.  

• Peer-to-peer solutions journalism support and cross-newsroom teams. 

• Design-first print presentation. 

 



Design-First Print Presentation 

For the first time, our creative director worked directly with our page design team to elevate 
and enhance the content, developing a template that could be used weekly across our 
five daily print publications. The template included word counts, page elements and design 
assets that allowed the team of journalists working on each topic to build their own “recipe”, 
while maintaining consistency across our publications and provinces.  

Our strategy was simple: disruption. These were important topics to our local communities 
and worthy of attention. We wanted to ensure our readers didn’t just gloss over the editorial, 
rather they trip on it, stop, pay attention and notice we’re delivering the news in an entirely 
different way than they are used to.  

We didn’t want our series to look, feel and read like the usual sea of grey our readers are 
accustomed to. Using bigger pictures, larger pull quotes and a custom grid system completely 
unique from our regular page design that made the pages pop for our audiences. 



Content Strategy 

Consistency. 

Each of the nine topics were addressed in a standardized format with the story building week- 
after-week, appearing in print every Friday (for four to five weeks) in all five of our daily 
publications.  

Innovation. 

Each topic was explored through alternative story formats, data and visuals utilizing the 
design-first presentation established for our series. 

Templated. 

Due to our publications spanning three provinces, and multiple teams, it was important we 
provided weekly page design templates to the project teams assigned to each topic. These 
templates included word counts and story elements like timelines, photography, data and 
style guides.   



Content Strategy 

Sequencing.  

Every week built on the one previous and a common tone and manner was used throughout. 

Week 1: The primer. Our scene-setter spread identified the key players and key issues within 
the topic.  

Week 2: The strategy and keys to success. We helped our audiences understand the driving 
forces behind each topic — the background, key considerations and the barriers to change.  

Week 3: Key voices. This spread aimed to shine a light on the multiple perspectives at play  
and dig deeper by telling personal stories of change, triumph, courage and adversity.  

Week 4: Connecting the dots. Week four closed the loop on our reporting and delivered a 
solutions-oriented  overview and insights on where to go and what's at stake.  

Week 5: Originally intended to run these as 4-part series, reader feedback and story 
development resulted in many of our topics extending into 5-part series.  

 

 



Some of the Questions we Asked 

Throughout the story development we used a series of questions to guide our direction, 
checking in with ourselves throughout the writing process to ensure we were addressing the 
following with each of our nine topics: 

• Does this strengthen accountability and prove problems can be addressed?  

• Does it show that problems seen as unavoidable can be solvable?  

• Did we put a fine point on the issue or question of concern?  

• What's missing from the public understanding? Is there a lack of awareness about the 
problem?  

• Who is doing this better?  

• What questions do you have that make you uncomfortable?  

• What should we all just stop debating and agree on?  

 



The Topics 

1 – Doctor Shortage in Atlantic Canada 
2 – Employment After Immigration 
3 – Economic Impact of Climate Change 
4 – Rural Renaissance 
5 – Caring for Seniors 
6 – First Nations Success 
7 – Opioid Crisis   
8 – Next Generation 
9 – Cannabis Legalization: One Year Later 



Topic 1:  
Doctor Shortage 
The issue: 

One in four Atlantic Canadians (175,000 people) don’t have a doctor and doctor shortages in 
our region date back at least a quarter century, or longer in some provinces.  

The questions we asked: 

• What does health care delivery and all of its challenges look like for the homeless, refugees, 
disabled individuals and the LGBTQ community?  

• What alternative clinics are out there and what do they offer the community at large?  

• How many patients do most doctors have? Why can’t they take on more?  

• Where’s the money at in medicine?  

• What is the workload for doctors?  

• Cynicism in the practice - when does that come in?   

• What are the risks people are taking as a result?  

• What barriers/redundancies exist with medical infrastructure? 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Week 5: 

BONUS WEEK 
 

Throughout our first Deep Dive, we 
received so much feedback and 

social engagement on this topic we 
extended our planned four-part 

series to include a final wrap-up in 
week five and continued this 

throughout many of our following 
Deep Dives.  



Topic 2:  
Employment After Immigration 
The issue: 

Immigration is key to our economic and population growth. Attracting newcomers seems easy 
enough, and is leading to population growth in our region, but getting them to stay appears 
more complicated. Finding employment — jobs to create a life here — is a big factor.  

The general public still needs a lot of education on the value of immigration in Atlantic 
Canada; many of us don’t appreciate the values/strength that a multicultural society offers.  

The questions we asked: 

• Why can’t trained architects and doctors practice here?  

• What supports and information are in place?  

• What’s it like getting a job here? (non-transferable accreditations, language, social barriers).  

• What are their barriers in finding work?  

• What are the obstacles in hiring them?  

 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Week 5: 



Topic 3:  
Climate Change 
The issue: 

We know our world is changing. Weather events are more frequent and violent and it’s a fact, 
sea levels are rising and waters are warming. So what does that mean for the Atlantic 
Canadian economy? 

The questions we asked: 

• What’s missing from the public understanding?  

• How does the warming ocean affect the fishing industry in Atlantic Canada?  

• How does unpredictable weather affect our agriculture exports and food security?  

• What seasonal jobs are being disrupted?  

• What are the quick solutions? (Are we researching new fishing stocks?)  

• How do we as a region evaluate our policies and laws to adjust for climate change?  



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Week 5: 



Topic 4:  
Rural Renaissance 
The issue: 

Interprovincial migration is a certainty and the days of our rural economies surviving on one industry are 
long gone, so how is rural Atlantic Canada staying relevant in this modern age?   

The problem isn’t that people are leaving, it’s a perception problem; the reality check we offered was 
that rural life is not what it used to be and that’s by design. We uncovered the resiliency and scrappiness 
needed to thrive in rural outposts and highlighted the interesting, left-of-centre thinkers who are 
building community wherever they land.   

The questions we asked: 

• What problems does outmigration create?  

• Who is succeeding beyond expectation?  

• What’s the new definition for living/thriving in rural environments?  

• Why was the time right for rural revival?  

• What can rural be?  

• What’s the real value here: lower overhead costs, quality of life, advantages and challenges 

• Are there new industries percolating?  

 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Week 5: 



Topic 5:  
Caring for Seniors 
The issue: 

The population in our region is rapidly aging, so what are the health and societal effects of isolation and 
loneliness among seniors? What are some seniors doing to take the matter into their own hands?  

The questions we asked: 

• Is the government and our aging population relationship where it should be?  

• Do we have adequate funding for healthy aging? What type of funding is available?  

• Where are the imbalances?  

• What do other provincial governments across the country have in place to support this demographic?  

• What is the incidence of depression in seniors?  

• What are some companies doing to help people combat loneliness?  

• What are the results of people who have felt this way and found community?  

• Does loneliness have an impact on health care services?  

• Are seniors returning to the workforce for something to do/earn money?  
 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Topic 6:  
First Nations Success 
The issue: 

First Nations youth are the fastest-growing population in the country. Their economic impact is 
significant — they’re highly educated, they understand the potential they have and want to become self-
sufficient. We looked at how communities like Glooscap, Millbrook, Membertou, Eskasoni have a vision 
and are building something bigger than themselves.  

The questions we asked: 

• What social and economical challenges are First Nations youth in our region experiencing? 

• Who are the Indigenous Peoples who are leading the charge and making  change in their communities?  

 
 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Topic 7:  
Opioid Crisis 
The issue: 

At least 348 people have died due to opioid overdoses in Atlantic Canada since 2016. 
The phrase "opioid crisis" has crept into our conversations and naloxone kits are common in our 
communities. We wanted to know how bad the crisis is, and what we’re really facing.  

The questions we asked: 

• What is being done to combat the crisis in Atlantic Canada?  

• Who are the key players working for change?  

• How is addiction treated in our health care system?  

• How is the opioid crisis impacting our community, and who are the most effected groups? 

• How is the stigma of drug addiction impacting those seeking help? How do we change the stigma? 

 
 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Topic 8:  
Next Generation Politics 
The issue: 

Young voters are apathetic, but if the U.S. midterms are any sign of a sea-change among formerly 
disenfranchised youth, the results of the upcoming federal election could be decided by the youth vote.  

 
The questions we asked: 

• Where does the apathy come from? Is it that nothing ever changes? 

• What are parties doing to mobilize the youth vote?  

• What’s resonating with this demographic?  

• What does the next generation of voters care about?   

• Who are the young politicians stepping up to lead the next generation? 

• What are the attitudes of young voters who do vote? What about those who don’t? 

 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



Topic 9:  
Cannabis Legalization: One Year Later 
The issue: 

On Oct 17, 2018, Canada changed. That’s the day Canada became just the second country in the world 
to legalize recreational marijuana and we turned heads doing it. One year later, we wanted to know how 
it was going. 

 

The questions we asked: 

• What kind of pushback is there today?  

• Did the pardons come into place and what effect did legalization have on these families?  

• Did our tax revenue dreams come true?  

• How has legalization impacted policing, primary care, schools and the workplace? 

 
 



Week 1: Week 2: 



Week 3: Week 4: 



The Content Marketing Plan 

To drive readership and engagement with our series in print, we 
used multiple platforms to promote our topics including print, 
social media and outdoor.  

PRINT: 

As our series appeared in print every Friday, and Saturday is our 
highest readership day, we ran teaser banners in our Saturday 
print editions promoting the current topic and encouraging 
readers to find the series in print (or online) every Friday.  

We leveraged our community weekly publications with weekly 
banner ads to drive readership to their closest daily publication.  

Every Friday on all five our dailies we ran a special front page 
banner to let single copy and casual readers know that there 
was unique content inside.  



The Content Marketing Plan 

SOCIAL: 

Through paid social ad campaigns and boosting 
content on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, we 
promoted our series to a large social following 
multiple times each week.  

We highlighted the topics in advance and encouraged 
our followers to pick up the print edition or to read the 
content online, also engaging our digital audience.  



The Content Marketing Plan 

OUTDOOR: 

We utilized digital billboard contra available in our 
markets to promote the series to a mass audience, 
focusing on commuter routes and high traffic 
areas.  

Because this was through a contra arrangement, 
we did not have to pay cash for this promotion, 
reducing our marketing budget and increasing our 
visibility.  


